Mobility of twin embryonic vesicles in mares.
The patterns of intrauterine mobility and fixation of multiple embryos were studied by ultrasonography in 33 mares with twins, six mares with more than two embryos, and 18 mares with singletons. For both single and multiple embryos, the embryonic vesicles showed a preference for the uterine body on days 11 (57% in body) and 12 (58%) and for the uterine horns on days 13 (40% in body), 14 (20%), 15 (15%), and 16 (1%). The preference for the uterine body was characteristic of vesicles that were 3 to 9 mm in diameter. Based on the number of individual embryos which were in different locations between two successive daily examinations, fixation (cessation of mobility) occurred for 97% of the embryos by day 16 and for all embryos by day 18. For 33 mares with twins, fixation involved one uterine horn in 23 mares and both horns in 10 mares (significantly different from equality). Location determinations were made every five minutes during two-hour trials on days 12, 13, or 14 in nine mares with singletons and ten mares with twins. Individual embryos of twin sets had mobility patterns similar to those of singletons. Summed over singletons and twins, the vesicles moved from one horn to another a mean of 0.9 times per two-hour trial (equivalent to 11 times per day). The smaller embryo of twin sets on the average spent more time in the uterine body, but this finding was attributed to their smaller diameter. The observed frequency with which both embryos of twin sets were simultaneously in a given segment of the uterus (28%) was greater (P<0.01) than the expected frequency if each embryo moved independently of the other (18%). Results indicated that 64% of the location changes of twin embryos occurred independently of one another, supporting the hypothesis that the embryonic vesicle plays an active role in its mobility.